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Abstract
Proteins interact with each other to perform essential functions in cells. Consequently, identific-
ation of their binding interfaces can provide key information for drug design. Here, we introduce
Weighted Protein Interface Prediction (WePIP), an original framework which predicts protein
interfaces from homologous complexes. WePIP takes advantage of a novel weighted score which is
not only based on structural neighbours’ information but, unlike current state-of-the-art methods,
also takes into consideration the nature of their interaction partners. Experimental validation
demonstrates that our weighted schema significantly improves prediction performance. In par-
ticular, we have established a major contribution to ligand diversity quantification. Moreover,
application of our framework on a standard dataset shows WePIP performance compares favour-
ably with other state of the art methods.
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1 Introduction
Protein-protein interaction (PPIs) is essential for the functionality of living cells. Alterations
of these interactions affect biochemical processes which may lead to critical diseases such
as cancer [31]. Therefore, knowledge about protein interactions and their resulting 3D
complexes can provide key information for drug design. A number of experimental techniques
are available to identify residues involved in PPIs [31]. Although they provide valuable
contribution to PPI knowledge, their cost in terms of time and expense limits their practical
use [10]. Consequently, computational methods have been proposed to identify protein
interfaces. They can be broadly divided in sequence only and structure based approaches.
Sequence based methodologies usually rely on a sliding window which allows calculating
specific features associated to each amino acid according to its neighbours [24, 28, 35, 8].
Then, a classifier discriminates between interface and non-interface residues according to
residue scores. Those approaches differ mainly in their selection of amino acid properties, such
as physico-chemical properties [8, 7], residues distribution [24] or conservation degree [34, 25],
machine learning algorithm and scoring functions [38].
When the 3D structure of the query protein (QP) is available, integration of structural
information, e.g. residues secondary structure or solvent-accessible surface area, allows
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better predictions [25, 32]. Three approaches taking advantage of these properties are
seen as state of the art [38]. ProMate combines 13 different properties, such as chemical
component, geometric properties and information from relevant crystal structures, to generate
a quantitative measure [23]. Protein interface residues are then predicted using a clustering
process relying on mutual information. Alternatively, Cons-PPISP discriminates between
residues using neural networks trained with protein’s surface sequence profiles and solvent
accessibility of neighbouring residues [6]. Finally, PINUP addresses the problem using an
empirical energy function which is based on a linear combination of side chain energy score,
interface propensity and residue conservation [22]. Despite fundamental differences, these
three approaches display very similar performance [38]. However, each of them seems to
capture different important aspects of residue interactions. As a result, a meta-predictor,
Meta-PPISP, combining their scores using a linear regression analysis, is able to outperform
each of these individual methods in terms of accuracy [27].
With the increasing number of experimentally determined protein 3D structures, they
have become the main source of interface prediction methods. First, structurally homologous
proteins tend to display similar interaction sites [1, 9]. Secondly, protein’s binding sites are
evolutionarily conserved among structurally similar proteins (or structural neighbours) [37,
18, 19, 4, 36, 5]. Even remote structural neighbours have been shown to display a significant
level of interface conservation [37]. Consequently, structure based methods for interface
prediction rely on analysing proteins which are structurally similar to the query protein.
Initial approaches focused on detecting conserved areas among homologous structural
neighbours. Carl et al. use graph representation of surface residues [18, 19] to describe homo-
logous binding sites [4]. They then refine their technique by using local structural similarity
instead of global similarities of the query protein to detect the structural neighbours [5]. A
more general method, PredUs, maps interacting residues from structural neighbours onto
QP even if they do not display any homology [36]. Whereas PredUs still dependents on the
existence of structural neighbours of QP, PrISE proposes to deal with this limitation by
predicting interface residues from local structural similarity only [15]. This is achieved using
a repository of structural elements (SE) generated from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [3].
For each SE of the query protein (consisting of a central residues and it neighbours) a set of
similar SEs are extracted from the repository and a weight is assigned to them based on their
similarity to QP. The central residues of the query protein’s SE are predicted as interface if
a weighted majority of its similar SEs are interface residues. Although more general, PrISE
displays comparable performance to PredUs [15].
Those two approaches have significantly improved the ability of predicting interface
residues; see Table 3. However, they do not deal satisfactorily with the very heterogeneous
nature of the PDB. First, the presence of complex duplicates, or homologs, biases predictions
towards specific configurations, which can affect negatively performance. Secondly, confidence
in the information provided by the interface of a structural neighbour should depend on
its degree of homology with QP. Although PrISE acknowledges both issues, it does not
address the first one [15]. PredUs deals with these matters in a binary fashion. Complexes
involving structural neighbours are clustered and a 40% similarity cut-off is used to choose
the representatives which will inform interface prediction. Here, we address those limitations
of structure based methods by quantifying, first, homology between QP and its structural
neighbours and,second, ligand diversity between the partners, or ligands, of the structural
neighbours.
In this study we introduce Weighted Protein Interface Prediction (WePIP) framework,
a novel PIP approach based on structural neighbours’ information. Its main contribution
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Figure 1 Interface prediction framework for single (A) and pair protein queries (B). A) For
a single query, if at least one homologous complex exists, interfaces are predicted using WePIP
otherwise PredUs is used. B) For a pair of proteins, depending on the existence of homologous
complexes, interfaces are predicted by one or a combination of the WePIPc, WePIP and PredUs
methods.
is the weighted score assigned to each residue of QP, which takes into account not only
the degree of homology of structural neighbours, but also the nature of their interacting
partners. After description of the methodology and validation of the proposed weighted
schema, WePIP is evaluated against state of art protein interface prediction methods using a
standard benchmark dataset.
2 Methods
2.1 Interface Prediction Principles
When two protein chains form a dimer, they bind through their interaction interfaces. We
propose a novel methodology predicting the amino acids which are involved in binding
interactions based on the 3D structures of the dimer partners. In this study dimer refers
to any two protein chains involved in interaction. Not only does our approach predict the
locations of interfaces when both binding partners are known, but it also infers the most
likely binding interface of a single protein. Figure 1.A and 1.B describe those interface
prediction pipelines for single and pair protein queries respectively.
Our methodology relies on discovering interaction patterns from the analysis of the
3D structures of complexes involving homologs of the dimer partners, called ‘homologous
complexes’. In this work, proteins are defined as homologous if their sequence similarity
is expressed by an E-value ≤ 10−2. First, Blast [2] is used to classify each query partner
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according to the availability of homologous complexes in PDB [3]. When both interaction
partners are known and common homologous complexes exist, the WePIPc method exploits
them as templates to predict both interfaces jointly (see Section 2.2). If both partners have
homologous complexes, but none of them is common, or, if one deals with only one partner
and this partner has homologous complexes, then interfaces are predicted independently from
the interaction partner by the WePIP method (see Section 2.3). Finally, when no homologous
complex is available, interface prediction is outside the scope of the WePIP/ WePIPc suite.
Therefore, a third party PIP software, such as PredUs [36], is required. In this work, we use
PredUs when homologous complexes are not available, because not only it is one of the best
performing methods, but also it has been implemented as a Web server which can be used
free of charge.
2.2 WePIPc
With rapid increase of experimentally determined structures, homology modelling of the
whole 3D structure of a dimer is becoming more and more possible. It has been reported [11]
that high quality homologous models could be found for 62% of the protein complexes present
in the standard Protein Docking Benchmark 4.0 [13]. Consequently, template-based docking
methods have been proposed based on common dimer complexes, i.e. dimers where each chain
is homologous to a sequence of the query dimer [11, 21, 20]. For example, 66% of complexes
generated by HOMBACOP were categorised as either acceptable or medium-quality models
according to CAPRI assessment criteria [21]. Since these approaches have proved particularly
accurate, we have included in our PIP framework a module, WePIPc, which infers interfaces
based on common complex homologs.
Homologous complexes of each sequence of the protein query pairs are extracted from
the PDB using Blast. Common homologous complexes are then selected and ranked by
multiplying the E-values associated with the sequential alignments of each query chain with
the homologous chain of the common complex. The common complex with the lower score is
selected as the template from which the interfaces of the query chains are inferred. This is
achieved by mapping the interface residues of the templates on the query chains according
to their sequence alignments.
2.3 WePIP
WePIP relies on the observation that interface residues are usually structurally conserved
between evolutionary related proteins [36]. Following extraction of homologous complexes
from the PDB using Blast, the 3D structure of QP is structurally aligned with its homologs.
In this study processing time is reduced by considering at most the 30 homologous complexes
involving a chain whose E-value shows closest similarity to the QP. Alignment of multiple
protein structures is performed by Multiprot [30], since it is a popular tool [16, 12, 33, 26] that
has already be used successfully in interface residue prediction [16]. Using this information,
a structure-based multiple sequence alignment (S-MSA) is produced. Then, known interface
residues of the homolog complexes are highlighted on the S-MSA, see Figure 2. In agreement
with the CAPRI definition [14], an interface residue is defined as an amino acid whose heavy
atoms are within 5A˚ from those of a residue in a separate chain. Using this multiple alignment,
an interaction score is calculated for each residue of the query protein (see Section 2.3.1).
Finally, the expected number of interface residues, nIA, is predicted from known interfaces
(see Section 2.3.2). The nIA residues with the highest scores are then returned as defining
the interaction interface.
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Figure 2 Application of the WePIP method on a query protein (green). First, it is structurally
aligned with its homologous complexes. Then, an S-MSA is produced where X and I represent
non-interface and interface residues, respectively. Finally, interaction residues (red) of QP are
predicted according to interaction scores and the estimated size of the interface. Note that residues
weights are not shown here.
2.3.1 Interaction Score
In order to identify residues likely to be involved in the dimer interaction, we propose a
residue scoring function which relies on the S-MSA of QP and its complexed homologs.
In principle, any QP amino acid aligned with a residue involved in a dimer interaction is
a potential candidate. However, confidence in the association of interaction activity to a
residue depends on three factors: the degree of homology between the QP sequence and
that of the protein from which the interaction is inferred, the nature of the ligand involved
in the interaction with the homologous protein and the number of homologous proteins
suggesting interaction. First, the more homologous a complexed protein, k, is to QP, the
more informative is that protein regarding which residues are likely to be involved in the
dimer interaction. We express this information by the query weight, xk, (1):
xk =

1− 10−200, if Ek < 10−200
1− Ek, if 10−200 ≤ Ek ≤ 10−2
0, if Ek > 10−2
(1)
where Ek is the E-value of protein k against QP as estimated by Blast.
Secondly, since none of the homologous complexed proteins interacts with the query
ligand, diversity of ligands has to be rewarded given that they increase generalisation of
interaction patterns. A second weight conveys this requirement by penalising homologous
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proteins, whose ligands are similar to each others. This is estimated by the average distance
between the sequence of a ligand and all the other as expressed by the arithmetic mean of
the pair wise E-values. Given a homologous complex protein, k, interacting with a ligand,
Lk, and the other N − 1 homologous complexed proteins interacting with their respective
ligand, Lj , the ligand weight, yk, is formulated as (2):
yk =

∑N
j=1,j 6=k E(Lk,Lj)
N − 1 , if N > 1
1, if N = 1
(2)
where E(Lk,Lj) is set to 1, if E(Lk,Lj) > 1, and E(Lk,Lj) is set to 10−200, if E(Lk,Lj) < 10−200.
The yk score is designed so that the presence of complex duplicates does not bias
predictions towards their configuration. For example, if a QP has 3 complex homologs, A, B
and C where LA is unrelated to LB and LC , but LB and LC are identical, E(LA,LB) = 1,
E(LA,LC) = 1 and E(LB ,LC) = 0. Therefore, yA = yB + yC , i.e. interface configurations of A
and B/C will have the same weight.
The weighted score of the residue i of protein, k, is expressed by the product of these two
weights (3):
wik =
{
xkyk, if i interacts with Ck
0, otherwise
(3)
Finally, since it was shown that usage of non-interface information improves prediction
performance [36, 15], the score for residues i of QP is calculated in (4) as the sum of the
weights of the interface residues in the homologs over all the interface and non-interface
residues which are 3D aligned with i:
Si =
∑N
j=1 wij∑N
j=1 xjyj
(4)
Note that for non-interface residues the ligand which is geometrically the closest is used
to calculate their weight yk.
2.3.2 Estimation of the number of interface residues
After calculating Si for all the amino acids of QP, it is necessary to estimate the expected
number of interface residues of its interface, nIA. Studies have shown that despite variability
in ligand structures, the binding location between homologous structures and their ligands
is conserved [17]. This suggests that the number of interface residues between homologs
should remain quite stable even when the binding partners vary. Therefore, WePIP uses the
weighted average number of interacting amino acids of all QP’s homologs (nIA) to estimate
the number of interface residues of QP (5):
nIA =
R∑
i=1
Si (5)
where R is the number of residues in the QP sequence plus the number of gaps added to
allow alignment with its homologs. Finally, once nIA has been calculated, the predicted
interface is defined as the nIA residues with the highest scores.
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Figure 3 Generation of ground truth interface residues. a) Interfaces residues (blue spheres) are
identified on the bound structure (cyan). The interaction partner is in red. b) The unbound and
bound sequences are aligned to infer interfaces of the unbound structure. Mapping is shown by blue
rectangles. c) Inferred interfaces are shown as blue spheres on the unbound structure (cyan).
3 Experimental results
3.1 Dataset and ground truth
Our interface prediction framework has been evaluated on a standard benchmark dataset,
Ds56unbound, to allow comparison of its performance with state of the art methods [37, 15, 38].
The dataset is comprised of 56 unbound chains generated from 27 targets, T01∼T27,
investigated during the communitywide experiment CAPRI [14]. The corresponding bound
structures (Ds56bound) are used as ground truth. In total, DS56unbound contains 12173
residues including 2112 interacting ones. According to CAPRI’s definition, interface residues
are defined as amino acids on separate chains which have at least one heavy atom within a
cut-off threshold of 5A˚.
Since interface residues are not explicitly provided in DS56unbound, they were generated
from the interface residues in their bound form. The process is illustrated in Figure 3. First,
interface residues are detected on the bound complexes. Then, the unbound sequences
are aligned with the bound sequences. Finally, the interfaces are mapped from the bound
sequences onto the unbound ones.
3.2 WePIP Performance
All chains from Ds56unbound were processed by our interface prediction framework. Following
initial homolog search where the Ds56bound complexes were excluded from the Blast results,
homologous complexes were returned for 51 chains. Among them, 27 chains (Ds27unbound)
displayed common complex(es) with their interacting partner and were further processed by
WePIPc. Interfaces of the other 24 chains (Ds24unbound) were estimated by WePIP. Finally,
the 5 chains (Ds5unbound) that could not be handled using a homology based approach were
submitted to the PredUs server. Table 1 provides detailed performance of our system using
standard measures, i.e. precision, recall, F-measure (F1), accuracy, Matthews correlation
coefficient (MCC) and area under the receiver operating characteristic – ROC - curve (AUC).
As expected, the more the method is able to exploit homology, the better is the interface
prediction. Moreover, the table reveals that WePIP is quite conservative in its prediction: it
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Figure 4 Interface predictions generated by the WePIP framework using either a) WePIP, b)
WePIPc or c) PredUs. On each PDB target, true interface residues are coloured in red, whereas false
positives and false negatives are shown in blue and yellow respectively. Corresponding F1 scores are
also provided.
Table 1 Detailed performance of the WePIP framework. ∗DSxunbound: this means x chains out
of the 56 unbound chains are solved by this specific predictor.
Predictor∗ Precision Recall F1 Accuracy MCC AUC
WePIPc (DS27unbound) 68.8 60.5 63.2 87.0 56.0 77.1
WePIP (DS24unbound) 43.3 35.6 38.2 82.3 28.8 70.1
PredUs (DS5unbound) 23.6 45.5 30.1 75.8 19.4 63.2
WePIP + WePIPc
(DS51unbound) 56.8 48.8 51.5 84.8 43.2 73.6
WePIP framework
(DS56unbound) 53.9 48.5 49.6 84.0 41.1 72.9
displays relatively low recall value compared to precision. Figure 4 illustrates qualitatively
those results by displaying representative predicted interfaces compared to ground truth.
In Figure 5, we provide the receiver operating characteristic curves of WePIP interface
predictions for the six targets represented in Figure 4 a). First, curves are in agreements
with model ranking based on F1 score. Second, accuracy regarding the number of estimated
residues in the interface is highly correlated with the AUC. Finally, actual numbers of residues
tend to be close to the curve’s optimal cut-off point [29]. This point is located on the ROC
curve where the distance is the largest to the random diagonal. This suggests there is scope
for improving the estimation of expected interacting residues.
In order to validate the formulation of the weights used by WePIP, interface predictions
for Ds24unbound were also estimated by setting those weights to 1. As shown in Table 2,
results confirm the added value provided by our weighted schema. While usage of the query
weight, xk, only provides modest improvements when compared to a non weighted approach,
the proposed ligand weight, yk, offers a more significant increase of performance. Finally,
when both weights are combined, most performance indicators improve further. These results
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Figure 5 Receiver operating characteristic of WePIP interface predictions.
Table 2 Validation of weights used by WePIP (DS24unbound).
Query weight Ligand weight Precision Recall F1 Accuracy MCC AUC
1 1 40.6 32.5 37.0 81.6 25.5 70.3
xk 1 40.8 32.7 38.7 82.4 26.2 70.4
1 yk 42.4 34.6 37.3 82.6 28.1 70.9
xk yk 43.3 35.6 41.7 82.3 28.8 70.1
confirm that taking into account both homology of QP and ligands leads to better interface
predictions.
Finally, performance of our framework is compared with state of the art methods, see
Table 3. Whatever measure is considered, the WePIP framework displays either best or
second best performance competing with PrISE [15] and PredUS [36]. Moreover, the two
aggregate measures, i.e. F1 and MCC, show that, globally, our system tends to produce
better prediction than any other approach. In addition, since WePIP running time for a
300-residue protein with 30 homologous complexes is around 20 seconds on a standard PC,
it can be used online. WePIP will be available as a web server in the near future.
Table 3 Comparison of WePIP framework with state of the art methods.
Predictor (DS56unbound) Precision Recall F1 Accuracy MCC AUC
Promate [15] 28.7 27.3 28.0 76.6 14.0 62.7
PINUP [15] 30.4 30.1 30.2 76.9 16.4 60.0
Cons-PPISP [15] 37.4 34.5 35.9 79.5 23.8 71.2
Meta-PPISP [15] 38.9 24.0 29.7 81.1 20.2 71.5
PrISE [15] 43.7 44.0 43.8 81.2 32.6 75.5
PredUs [36] 43.3 53.6 47.9 73.2 30.4 72.9
WePIP framework 53.9 48.5 49.6 84.0 41.1 72.9
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4 Conclusion
Although structure based methods perform best at predicting protein interfaces, they do not
deal adequately with biases generated by the heterogeneous nature of the PDB. To address
this issue, we have introduced the WePIP framework which associates to each putative
interaction residue a confidence score taking into account both the degree of homology of
structural neighbours and their ligands. Validation demonstrated that our novel weighted
schema significantly improves prediction performance. In particular, we showed the major
contribution of ligand diversity quantification. Moreover, application of our framework on a
standard dataset shows WePIP performance compares favourably with other state of the art
methods.
Despite the fact that our framework is state of the art, prediction of interface residues
is still an unsolved problem: predictions remain unreliable for too many protein targets,
even when homologous complexes are available. In future work, we intend to refine the
proposed framework by integrating within our scoring schema the degree of spatial clustering
of interface residues among structural neighbours.
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